Using a bead-spring model of bacterial DNA polymers of C. crescentus and E. coli we show that just 33 and 38 effective cross-links at special positions along the chain contour of the DNA can lead to the large-scale organization of the DNA polymer, where confinement effects of the cell walls play a key role in the organization. The positions of the 33 cross-links along the chain contour are chosen from the contact map data of C. crescentus. We represent 1000 base pairs as a coarse-grained monomer in our bead-spring flexible ring polymer model of the DNA. Thus a 4017 beads on a flexible ring polymer represents the C. crescentus DNA with 4017 kilo-base pairs. Choosing suitable parameters from our preceding study, we also incorporate the role of molecular crowders and the ability of the chain to release topological constraints. We validate our prediction of the organization of the C. crescentus with available experimental contact map data and also give a prediction of the approximate positions of different segments within the cell in 3D. For the E. coli chromosome with 4.6 million base pairs, we need around 38 effective cross-links with cylindrical confinement to organize the chromosome. We also predict the 3D organization of the E. coli chromosome segments within the cylinder which represents the cell wall.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades there has been a lot of interest to understand the emergent organization of the chromosomes at micron length scales starting from length scales of 30nm fiber or higher [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In our previous papers [10, 11] , we studied models of the bacterial DNA-polymer with cross-links (CLs) at very specific positions, but without considering confinements effects due to the cell wall. We chose the specific monomer pairs which constitute the cross-links from the Hi-C contact map of bacteria C. crescentus and E. coli [1, 9] . We showed that very few crosslinks (less than 3% of the chain monomers) could give an average structure to the DNA polymer. The CLs may mimic the effect of DNA-binding proteins which bind two different specific segments of the DNA chain together.
In the paper just preceding this, we reported the important roles that molecular crowders and the release of topological constraints play in the organization of the model chromosome of bacteria C. crescentus (and E. coli) with CLs at specific positions along the chain [12] . Using Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations of the polymer with crosslinks (CLs) at very specific positions we showed that the release of topological constraints is essential for the polymer to reach a unique and specific structure. We controlled the relative ease with which a chain could release the topological constraints by taking different values of monomer diameter. We also showed that the crowding environment of the bacterial chromosome could also help in the organization of the polymer. We did not model the effect of crowding environment by taking additional particles as done in several previous studies [13] [14] [15] , but introduce the weak attraction (= 0.3k B T , the thermal energy) between the monomers of the model DNA-polymer to model the role of crowders. The small attraction between the monomers of the polymer mimics the role of molecular crowders as it has been reported in the previous studies that the crowding environment in the cytoplasm of the cell increases the effective attraction between the different DNA segments [5, 13, 14 ].
There are many previous studies which focus on the organization and dynamics of the polymer under the different shapes of confinement [1, 2, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . It is argued in several studies that the confinement plays a crucial role in the organization of the chromosomes in bacteria as well as in the higher organisms [2, 17] . In the higher organisms the chromosomes are confined by the spherically shaped nucleus membrane and in rod shape bacteria chromosomes are confined within the capsule shape cell membrane. In a recent study of polymers under spherical confinement it has been shown that the confinement slows down the dynamics of the polymers (glassy-dynamics) and the glassy dynamics helps in the segregation of the chromosomes in the nucleus for the human chromosomes [19] . Other studies on bacterial chromosomes organization took the cylindrical confinement of the cell into account and showed that the chromosome is arranged in a bottle-brush like structure with several loops emanating from the central backbone, and the backbone is arranged parallel to the length of the cylinder [1, 20] . In another separate study of bottle-brush polymer (backbone and side-loops), it is reported that the backbone attains the helical structure spontaneously when confined to the small cylindrical volume and this structure is maintained for the different aspect ratio of the cylinder for high packing fractions [21] . Several researchers have also reported the dynamics of the polymer under cylindrical confinement for various aspect ratios [2, 13, 22] . In these papers, it is pointed that in the presence of cylindrical confinement the segregation of the two ring polymers is entropically driven. Keeping such studies in mind, we expect that confinement constraint could play a pivotal role in modifying the 3D organization of the DNA-polymers of C. crescentus and E. coli. The presence of cylindrical cell walls can modify the spherical globule organization of DNA-polymer that we have obtained in our previous studies.
Hence, in this paper we focus on investigating the role of cylindrical confinement of the cell wall on the organization of the DNA polymer, in addition to the contributions from (a) DNA-binding proteins at specific positions (modeled by specific CLs from experimental contact map), (b) molecular crowders (modeled by weak attraction between the monomers) and (c) the release of topological constraints (modeled by small monomer bead diameter). We assume that the shape of the cell to be a cylinder and neglect the effect of spheroidal end caps. As before, we use equilibrium statistical mechanics (Monte Carlo simulations: Metropolis algorithm with the Boltzmann distribution of energy) and bead-spring model of a flexible polymer to study DNA-organization, though we are aware of the fact that a living cell is a non-equilibrium driven system. The assumption of a flexible polymer is tenable, as we are looking at coarse-grained picture of the chromosome, and our one monomer represents 1000 base pairs. In the present investigation, we give detailed step by step calculations and develop understanding of the emergence of organization of DNA of C. crescentus in the presence of confinement. At the end, we give our prediction of the organization of C. crescentus using nearly half the number of CLs than we what used in [10] . We also now have a better match of predicted simulation contact-map with the coarse-grained experimental contact map that we had previously used as a validation of our prediction in [10] .
We use the same simulation protocols to predict the organization of E. coli, where we also point a crucial difference in the protocol we followed. The difference in the protocol to obtain the results for E. coli lies primarily due to the fact that for C. crescentus the ori is observed to remain tethered at one end of the cylinder, whereas there is no such constraint for the ori of bacteria E. coli. The predicted 3D organization presented in this paper is consistent with our previous prediction of the 2D organization of E. coli (without confinement) given in [10, 11] .
The organization of the manuscript is as follows: we first describe our model and simulation methods for the polymer with the various number of CLs under cylindrical confinement, where we primarily discuss details of modeling confinement. The other aspects of the modeling are very similar to what is described in the preceding paper; here we briefly mention some aspects for the sake of completeness. Next, we present our results in the Results sections. In the end, we give our prediction of the organization for the chromosomes of the 2 bacteria, and finally, conclude with the discussion section.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
We model the circular chromosome of bacteria C. crescentus and E. coli as a coarse-grained bead-spring ring polymer (4017 and 4642 monomers) with the specific cross-links, whose positions along the chain contour are chosen from the experimental contact maps as previously. For the detail refer [10] [11] [12] . The nearest neighboring monomers along the chain interact by the harmonic potential of spring constant κ = 200k B T /a 2 , where a is the bond length; and a = 1 and k B T = 1 set the length and time scales for our simulations. We also model the excluded volume interaction between the monomers by suitably shifted Lennard Jones potential with a cutoff at r c = 2 1/6 σ. Here σ corresponds to the bead diameter, and we have set the value of σ = 0.2a to allow the chain crossings. In the preceding paper, we have shown that for σ = 0.2a the equilibrium organization of the ring polymer with CLs starting from very different initial conditions remains the same, within statistical fluctuations [12] : the calculation of the Pearson correlations to compare the equilibrium organization of the polymers from MC runs starting from independent initial conditions give high values close to 1. The monomers which constitute the CLs are held together at a distance of a by the harmonic potential with spring constant κ c = 200k B T /a 2 . To fix the degree and shape of confinement in our model, we take the help of previous experimental observations. It is known that the bacteria C. crescentus has a capsule-like shape. We approximate the capsule shape to be a cylinder for the sake of simplicity, and the DNA polymer is confined within a cylinder of aspect ratio (diameter: length) ≈ 1 : 7.5 with planar ends. We intentionally chose a longer aspect ratio than the expected 1 : 5 to check whether the final organization ends up in a configuration with a ratio closer to 1 : 5; and indeed it does. Moreover, it has already been suggested previously [1] that the C. crescentus DNA could have a bottle brush structure with plectonemes (super-coiled segments of the DNA) emanating out in different directions from a central backbone. It is strongly believed that plectonemes play a significant role in DNA organization at large length scales [1, 5] . Though we do not explicitly consider plectonemes in our model, the CLs that we use from the experimental contact maps may incorporate the effect of plectonemes. This is because the DNA segments within plectonemes which are in spatial proximity in the 3D space will be reflected in the experimental contact maps. Experimentally, it is known that the average length of the plectoneme segment is 10 − 15 kilo-BP [1] which is up to 15 monomers in our model. Since a plectoneme is coiled on itself, the maximum spatial length of a plectoneme can be ∼ 7a in our model units. We take 7a to be the radius of the cylinder; diameter D = 14a allows two plectonemes to be radially opposite to each other in the cylinder. The length of our confining cylinder was then fixed at 108a to maintain the given aspect ratio.
In our previous works, we started our Monte-Carlo simulations of polymer with CLs from specially designed 9 independent initial conditions without any confinement. But in the presence of confinement, we cannot start the simulation with the same initial conditions as we used before, as those initial configuration will violate the constraint of the confinement. Further, if we start our simulation with the random initial configuration of the ring polymer and with the BC-2 set of CLs with 153 CLs, the polymer forms a blob at the center of the cylinder, and the polymer will be unable to relax. Hence, to systematically investigate the role of confinement, we first start with a ring polymer (without CLs) in the cylinder and then observe how entropy makes the polymer spread out. We have 12 different initial conditions, described later. Further, it is known for bacteria C. crescentus that the DNA segment where the replication starts (origin of replication termed as ori) is attached to one end of the cylinder. We incorporate this constraint at this stage by attaching the monomer which we have given the index 1, to one pole of the cylinder (see Fig. 1 ). The positions of the first monomer remain unchanged throughout the simulation. We first observe the organization of the ring polymer (without CLs) which is confined within a cylinder with the first monomer tethered at one pole of the cylinder.
In the second part of our study, we introduce the CLs at specific positions to this spread-out configuration of the polymer, allow the system to relax and reach equilibrium and carry out further analysis at the second stage of our computations.The effect of CLs are added in the model by introducing a quadratic spring potential between a specific pair of monomers with very low strength, and then slowly increase the strength as we allow the system to relax. At the end of this step, even if two crosslinked monomers are far away in space in the initial starting configuration, they come close to each other at the end of equilibration and thereafter maintain a distance of a. The cross-linked monomers drag the adjacent segments along with them. However, confinement already restricts the possible polymer configurations in the 3D space. Hence instead of 153 CLs (BC-2 CL-set in [10] ) for bacteria C. crescentus, we just add 60 and 49 number of CLs at specific locations along the chain; we refer these as BC ′ and BC-1 set of CLs. The list of CLs corresponding to the BC ′ and BC − 1 CL set for the bacterial chromosome of C. crescentus (and E. coli) are given in the table S1 of supplementary section of this paper. We choose the number of CLs as per our experience gained with our previous systematic studies, where we checked for the minimal number of CLs required to organize the polymer into a particular structure. The minimal number of CLs which were required to obtain organization in the DNA ring polymers without confinement were 159 and 153 CLs for E. coli and C. crescentus, respectively [10, 11] . These correspond to 82 and 60 effective CLs, respectively, and we refer to that set as BC-2 set of CLs.
For the present study, the BC ′ set of CLs are chosen by setting a suitably high frequency-cutoff (of the two segments to be in found in the spatial proximity) in the contact map. These 60, 49 CLs correspond to 33 and 26 effective CLs [28] and we refer to them as the BC ′ and BC-1 set of CLs for C. crscentus, respectively. The 49 CLs in the BC-1 CL set are same as the CLs which were taken in our previous work in the absence of confinement [10] , and then we did not observe any large-scale organization. Also, note that one CL-set is the subset of the other, i.e., BC ′ CL set has all the cross-links that are present in BC-1 set in addition to some extra CLs. Also, for our studies with E. coli, we have used 77 CLs (which is 38 effective CLs) to obtain the 3d-organization of the chromosome. Note again that the 77 CLs are significantly lesser compared to the 159 CLs which we use in our study of bacteria E. coli [11] . The details of the equilibration and the design of initial conditions are given in the Results section.
In the third and last part of our study of DNA-polymer with confinement, we added a weak Lennard Jones attraction acting between all the monomers and compared the organization in the presence and absence of attraction. The attraction between the monomers mimics the effect of molecular crowding. In the absence of attraction, we just have the WCA (Weeks Chandler Anderson) potential acting between the monomers, whereas, we model the weak attraction between monomers using the Lennard Jones potential (V = 4ǫ (σ/r) 12 − (σ/r) 6 ) with the cutoff of the potential at 3σ. Here, the parameter ǫ determine the strength of attraction between the monomers which we chose as ǫ = 0.3k B T . Our choice of the value of attraction strength parameter ǫ is based on our study of the organization of the DNA ring-polymer with CLs for different values of the parameter ǫ, but without incorporating the confinement effects in [12] . We found that for the value of the parameter ǫ = 0.3k B T the positional correlation colormaps of different segments of the polymer from the 9 independent runs match with each other with a very high value of Pearson correlation coefficient.
III. RESULTS
We study the effect of cylindrical confinement in the organization of DNA ring polymer for the bacteria C. crescentus. For this, we start our MC simulations from 12 different independent initial conditions. We generate the 12 initial conditions as follows. First, we keep all the monomers in two different arrangements inside a cylinder of length 108a and diameter 14a as shown in the Fig. 1 . The two neighboring monomers along the chain contour remain at a distance a from each other in the two arrangements. The spring interaction between the CL monomers is kept switched off. We keep the position of the first monomer of the chain fixed at one end of the cylinder since in bacteria C. crescentus the ori (origin of replication) is tethered at the boundary of the cylinder by suitable proteins, as is known from the experiments [1] . In the generated initial configurations, the last monomer is not placed adjacent to the first monomer in both the cases, though for a ring polymer the first and last monomers should be at a distance of a. Next, we switch on the only repulsive part of the Lennard Jones potential (with a cutoff at 2 1/6 σ and suitably shifted) between all the monomers, except the nearest neighbors along the chain contour. We evolve the system using Monte-Carlo simulations for 10 6 MCS. To equilibrate the system we use following strategy: Initially we take a small value of spring constant between the first and the last monomer, i.e., 0.2k B T /a 2 but keep the value of spring constant of the other springs (connecting the nearest neighbors along the contour) to be fixed at 200k B T /a 2 . We increase the value of the spring constant between the first and last monomer by 0.2k B T /a 2 after every 1000 MCS. After 10
6
MCS, the spring constant will have the value 200k B T /a 2 similar to the spring constant for nearest neighbors along the contour of the chain. To generate 12 different initial conditions, we do the following. Starting from the configuration at the end of 10 6 MCS, we again equilibrate the system for a further 5 × 10 6 MCS with 6 different random number seeds for each of the two configurations. After 5 × 10 6 MCS we get 12 independent configurations of the ring polymer inside the cylinder, which we use as the initial conditions for the next set of runs from which we calculate statistically averaged quantities to determine the organization of the polymer. We use these 12 initial configurations as the starting points for our studies of a confined ring polymer for 3 cases: (a) ring polymer without CLs (b) ring polymer with CLs (c) ring polymer with CLs and weak attraction. Also, the first monomer (ori) is tethered at the boundary of the cylinder throughout the simulations and in all the independent runs for the model chromosome of bacteria C. crescentus.
To ensure that the configurations we obtain after 5 × 10 6 MCS, are independent of each other we calculate the longest relaxation time of the polymer [17] by calculating the autocorrelation function of the z-component of the vectors connecting monomer pairs numbered 1 and 2008, 1004 and 3012, 2510 and 502, 1506 and 2514 in 4017 monomers chain in the presence of cylindrical confinement and with σ = 0.2a. The axis of the cylinder lies along the z-axis. The autocorrelation function is calculated using the formula: over MCS. Then we calculate the average value of the autocorrelation function of all the 4 vectors. The function C ij (w − w o ) is plotted in the figure Fig. 2 versus (w − w o ). Each ∆w = 1 corresponds to 100 MCS, we collect data after every 100 MCS. For a ring polymer, we cannot calculate the standard end to end vector. Thus, we chose the vectors between the monomers which are at a maximum distance from each other along the chain contour. We see from the graph that the correlation function of the longitudinal component of vector decays exponentially, and around w − w o = 2000 (i.e. 2 × 10 5 MCS) the value of C ij (w − w o ) is 1/e of its initial value. Hence, we can expect the configurations we get after 5 × 10 6 MCS are independent of each other. Now using these initial conditions, we can calculate the relevant statistical quantities to identify the organization of the DNA-ring polymer without any CLs. To ob-tain statistical averages, we further evolve the system for 29 × 10 6 MCS using Monte-Carlo simulations, but start calculating the data statistical quantities after 5 × 10 6 MCS. Thus the data presented in Fig.3 and other data for ring polymers without CLs is collected over 24 × 10 6 MCS for each initial condition, where the data for averaging is taken after every 2×10
5 MCS (since the polymer relaxes in about 2 × 10 5 MCS without CLs). Starting from the above mentioned initial configurations, we also introduce CLs to study the polymer configurations with 49 no. of CLs (BC-1 CL-set) and 60 CLs (BC ′ CL set). In the 12 independent initial conditions, the positions of the monomers which constitute CLs can be greater than the bond-length a. Thus, we use the same strategy as mentioned previously to relax the system. Firstly, we take a small value of spring constant κ c = 0.2k B T /a 2 between the CL monomers and increase the value by 0.2k B T in every 1000 MCS till it reaches the κ c = 200k B T /a 2 . This will lead to the cross-linked monomers to come near each other at the end of the equilibration, without affecting the stability of the computation. We then evolve the system for a further 5 × 10 6 MCS for equilibration and then start collecting data over the next 2.4 × 10 7 MCS to calculate the average statistical quantities. After that, we can compare the statistical quantities amongst independent runs (with different random number seeds for MC runs) starting from different initial conditions, and for the polymer with the different number of CLs.
Firstly, we estimate the spread of the polymer inside the cylindrical confinement with and without CLs. For this, we first calculate the moment of inertia tensor of the polymer chain from its center of mass. Then we diagonalize the tensor to get the principal moments I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , where I 1 > I 2 > I 3 . The ratio of the principal moments I 1 and I 3 gives the idea about the asymmetry of the polymer chain. Inside a cylinder, the chain is extended along the length of the cylinder and will be squeezed in the other directions. Hence the value of the ratio I 1 /I 3 should be significantly greater than 1. If the ring polymer is tethered at one end without any CLs, the polymer should extend along the length of the cylinder to maximize the entropy and the value of the ratio I 1 /I 3 is expected to be very large. But in the presence of the intra-chain cross-links, the polymer should have less extension along the length because more constraints (CLs) lead to the compaction of the polymer. Thus, to get the estimate of the asymmetry and compaction of ring polymer along the direction of the cylinder's length we calculate the ratio I 1 /I 3 for the three cases a) Ring polymer with no cross-links. b) polymer with 47 CLs and c) polymer with 60 CLs. The average values are given in the table I where the average has been taken over the value obtained from 12 independent initial conditions of the polymer. From the table, we see that with the increase in the number of CLs the value of I 1 /I 3 decreases leading to the compaction of the polymer along the longitudinal direction of the cylinder, as expected. We also calculate Further to understand the distribution of the monomers inside the cylinder we calculate the number density of monomers in radial and longitudinal directions of the cylinder for the polymer with different number of CLs. The average values of densities are shown in the Fig. 3(a) and (b) , where the average is taken over the value obtained from the 12 independent initial conditions and the error bars show the s.d. from the average value. Different lines in the plot represent the number density of the polymer with the different number of CLs. From the plot, we see that the number density of monomers in the radial direction does not change with the increase in the number of CLs which suggests that the increase in the number of CLs is not helping in the compaction of the polymer in the radial direction. But we see that the number density of monomers significantly change in the longitudinal direction as we change the number of CLs. In the absence of any CLs, the polymer extends with an approximately uniform density of monomers along the length of the cylinder. But as we increase the number of CLs to 49 the density at the center increases and gives a peak at the center of the cylinder. Further increasing the number of CLs from 49 to 60 there is a slight increase in the height of the peak. This suggests that the increase in the number of CLs help in the compaction of the polymer along the longitudinal direction while the radial directions remain unaffected.
We can also see that the longitudinal number density from l = 0 to l = 26 is very low, and the error bars are relatively smaller for the polymer with CLs. To investigate why this is the case, we plot the only the positions of the CL monomers from the simulation, which is shown in the Fig. 3(c) . From the snapshot we see that the most of the CLs are clustered around l = 50, thus giving a very high value of density at l = 50. The number of monomers which constitute the CLs are relatively less in the region With this information, now we want to understand how does the internal organization of the polymer change in the presence of cylindrical confinement with zero CLs, as well as with BC-1 and BC ′ set of CLs. For this, we calculate the positional correlation of different segments of the polymer with the different number of CLs. We can estimate the positional correlation as the probability of the CMs of the two segments (50 monomer in each segment) to be within cutoff R c . A ring polymer with 4017 monomers will have 80 segments. We chose the value of cutoff R c to be 5a which we estimate according to the value of polymer's R g in the absence of confinement [12] . The positional correlations are shown in Fig. 4 as two representative colormaps for two independent runs. In the colormap, the x-and y-axis represent the segment index, and the color signifies the calculated probability. Bright color denotes the higher probability, and dark color corresponds to the lower probability.
To explain the data of positional correlation of the col- The colormaps show the probability of the CMs of different segments of the polymer to be within a distance Rc < 5a in the absence of any cross-links. The two colormaps are for the polymer starting with two different initial conditions, and the probability is an average, calculated over 120 independent snapshots over 2.4 × 10 7 MCS for each run.
ormaps for polymer without CLs, we define two parts of the ring polymer as arm-1 and arm-2. The arm1 consists of monomers numbered 1 to 2008, and arm2 consists of monomer numbered 2009 to 4017. The colormap of Fig.  4 shows the positional correlation of the ring polymer under cylindrical confinement without any CLs. In the colormap of Fig. 4 we see the two diagonals. The main diagonal (top-left of the figure to bottom-right) signifies that the segments which are neighbors along the contour of the chain are also spatially close to each other in the 3D space. For, e.g., segment number 40 is close to segment number 38, 39, 41, 42, etc. These correspond to the intraarm-interactions of the segments of arm-1. The presence of other diagonal means that the monomers of arm-1 and arm-2 are coming closer to each other. This suggests that the two arms are arranged parallel to each other along the long axis of the cylinder. These diagonals are also present in the experimental contact map of the bacteria C. crescentus and suggest that the two arms of the chromosome are arranged parallel to each other in-vivo as was also reported in previous study [1] . But by comparing the simulation colormap with the experimental colormap, we observe that the off-diagonal points which are present in the experimental contact map, are missing in the simulation colormap. Also, the colormaps from 12 independent conditions do not match with each other as can be seen from the two representative colormaps of Fig. 4 . This suggests that the confinement of the cell helps in arranging the two arms of the polymer to arrange parallel to each other but does not organize the polymer completely into a particular structure as different initial conditions show the different positional correlation of the segments. We next investigate how is cross-linking the specific pairs of monomers help in the organization of the polymer? Will be able to obtain off-diagonal bright pixels in the positional correlation colormaps? And will the positions of the bright pixels obtained from simulations match with those observed in the (coarse-grained) experimental contact maps? We reiterate that we cross-link 49 (BC-1 CL set) and 60 (BC ′ CL-set) pair of specific monomers, which are 26 and 33 effective CLs, respectively. Note, that the number of cross-links is signifi-cantly less than the number of CLs in BC-2 CL-set (153 CLs) which we used in our previous studies [10, 11] to obtain the organization of DNA-polymer without confinement. The two representative colormaps using data from two independent MC runs starting from different initial conditions are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for BC-1 and BC ′ CL sets, respectively. From the figures, we see that in the colormap of the polymer with BC-1 CL set we get the off-diagonals pixels as well as the bright diagonal pixels, which are also present in the experimental contact map [10] . We also quantify the number of bright pixels in the diagonals, data for which is given later in this section. Also, the colormaps from the 2 independent initial conditions look statistically similar. We also check the colormaps from 12 initial conditions and all the colormaps look statistically similar as the two in Fig. 5 . But on increasing the number of CLs from 49 to 60, we see that colormap does not change significantly, though we, of course get additional bright patches in the colormap. Hence, we can claim that 60 CLs (33 effective CLs) can organize the polymer into a particular structure. Also, note that in the absence of confinement the colormaps were predominantly black with very less number of bright pixels present in the colormap for BC-1 CL set [10, 11] . But in the presence of confinement only 60 CLs are enough to organize the polymer into a unique structure. We check the colormaps from all the 12 independent initial conditions and they all look statistically similar for the polymer with both BC-1 and BC ′ CL set, relevant Pearson correlations quantifying the above claim is presented at the end of this section. Now we present our result for the polymer with BC ′ CL set, cylindrical confinement, but now also incorporating a small attraction between the monomers using the LJ potential mentioned in the model section with the attraction strength parameter ǫ = 0.3k B T . Starting from the 12 initial conditions for ring polymers without CLs, we introduce the weak attraction at the same time as we introduce the CLs. Before starting to collect data to calculate the average of statistical quantities, we allow the polymer to relax using the same protocol as described before for the polymers with CLs, but without the weak attraction.
As mentioned in the introduction, the small attraction between the monomers incorporates the effect of molecular crowding. The attraction between the monomers should further help in the compaction of the polymer chain. To check whether this is the case, first we calculate the number density of the monomers in radial and longitudinal directions and then we calculate the values of the ratio of principal moment of inertia, I 1 /I 3 and asphericity, A s and compare it with the polymer with BC ′ CLs under confinement but no attraction between the monomers. The no. densities in the radial and longitudinal directions are shown in the Fig. 7 . On comparing the no. densities in Figs.3 and 7 (a) we see that the attraction between the monomers helps in the compaction of the polymer in the radial directions as well. Note that, on increasing the number of CLs the radial density was not changing. But the small attraction between the monomers helps the polymer to get compact in the radial as well as in the longitudinal directions. Further, in the presence of attraction the average values of the ratio I 1 /I 3 and A s are 11.38 and 0.18 respectively. On comparing with the values in table I for the polymer with BC ′ set of CLs, we see that the attraction between the monomers indeed compact the polymer and decreases its asphericity.
To investigate the internal organization of the polymer in the presence of small attraction between monomers with the value of parameter ǫ = 0.3k B T , we calculate the positional correlation of different segments as before. To estimate the value of R c we take the help of our study of the polymer with different attraction strength parameter ǫ, with BC-2 sets of CLs and without confinement. The value was taken to be R c = 4a. The positional correlations are represented as a colormap in Fig. 8(Top) . The two colormaps correspond to the polymer starting from the 2 independent initial conditions. From the colormaps, we see that the two colormaps look statistically similar. Also, the overall positional correlation in the colormaps of Fig. 8 do not look significantly different from the colormaps of the Fig. 6 . But note that the cutoff R c we chose to calculate the positional correlation has been decreased to 4a in this case, which was chosen to be R c = 5a to plot the colormap of Fig. 6 . So, the small attraction between the monomers leads to overall compaction of the polymer but does not change the internal organization of the polymer significantly in the presence of cylindrical confinement. Also, for the better visualization of the off-diagonal and diagonal pixels in the top two simulation colormaps of Fig. 8 we plot the diagonal pixels with p > 0.05 and off-diagonal pixels with p > 0.5 separately in the bottom two figures of Fig. 8 in the binary form. On comparing the bottom two figures with the experimental coarse-grained colormap of Fig. S1 we see that the diagonal and off-diagonal pixels which are present in the coarse-grained experimental contact map are also present in the simulation colormap. We also quantify the number of pixels along the Diagonal-2 later in this section and compare it with the positional correlation colormaps of polymer with the BC-2 set of CLs and no confinement.
Next, we check for the statistical equivalence of organization obtained from 12 independent MC simulations as observed in the colormaps. Thus, we calculate the average value of the Pearson correlation of the positional correlation colormaps for the polymer (a) with no CLs (b) with BC-1 set of CLs (c) with BC ′ set of CLs and (d) with BC ′ set in the presence of small attraction between the monomers . Corresponding to runs starting from the 12 initial conditions there will be 12 C 2 = 66 values of Pearson correlation (pc) for each pair of graphs. We calculate the average value of Pearson correlation pc for each of the 4 different studies. The values of pc have been listed in the table II. For details of the calculation procedure of pc , refer [12] .
From the table II, we see that the value of Pearson correlation increases as we increase the number of CLs. We get the relatively higher value of pc if we introduce the small attraction between the monomers.
Previously, we have mentioned that cylindrical confinement helps in the parallel arrangement of two arms of the The value of the cutoff Rc to obtain the colormap is set as Rc = 4a The two colormaps are from the runs starting from two different initial conditions. The bottom two figures: for aid visualization of the diagonal and offdiagonal pixels we plot only the diagonal pixels with p > 0.05 of the positional correlation maps in the bottom left plot and off-diagonal pixels with p > 0.5 in the bottom right plot in the binary form in a binary black and white format. These can now be easily compared with the coarse grained experimental contact map (refer supplementary section). The data to generate the coarse grained experimental contact maps have been downloaded from [1] .
No. of CLs
Monomer Attraction TABLE II. The table shows the average value of Pearson correlation < pc > for polymer with different value of CLs and in the presence and absence of attraction between the monomers. Note, to calculate the value of pc for a pair of colormaps, we consider only those pixels corresponding to segments i and j, for the probability p(i, j) > 0.05 in at least one of the colormaps from different runs. This is to avoid the bias in calculating pc, from the large number of pixels which are completely dark.
polymer and thus we get another diagonal (Diagonal-2) in addition to the main diagonal (Diagonal-1) in the experimental contact-map of bacteria C. crescentus. In our previous study of the DNA ring-polymer with BC-2 set of CLs (159 number of CLs) and in the absence of the confinement we did not obtain the bright pixels along the Diagonal-2 as seen in the coarse-grained experimental contact map of C. crescentus(See supplementary material FigS1) though there was a good match of the off-diagonal points in the experimental and simulation contact maps [10] . But in the current study, in the presence of confinement, we see that the bright pixels are also present along the Diagonal-2 in the colormaps of Fig. 8 . To quantify the presence of pixels along the Diagonal-2, we calculate the number of bright pixels (n d ) with p > 0.05, normalized suitably along the Diagonal-2 which are present in the colormap of Fig. 8 and compare it with the positional correlation colormap of polymer with the BC-2 set of CLs with no confinement in [10] . We choose the pixels along the diagonal-2 such that it consists of 5 nearest neighboring pixels (in the vertical and horizontal direction) of a particular segment index in the simulation colormaps, similar to the coarse-grained experimental contact map in the Fig. S1 of the supplementary section. We find that the average value of n d is significantly high, i.e., n d = 0.68 for the colormaps of Fig. 8 compared to the relatively smaller value of n d equal to 0.44 in the colormap of Fig. 2 (a) in the [10] .
In the figure 9 , we also plot the positional correlation colormaps corresponding to the model chromosome of bacteria E. coli in the presence of small attraction between the monomers with strength ǫ = 0.3k B T using the same procedure that was used to calculate the colormaps of C. crescentus. The two colormaps are in Fig. 9 are from the independent MC runs starting from the two different initial conditions. We again see that the colormaps from independent runs look statistically similar to each other and the average value of pc = 0.75 is relatively high across independent runs starting from 12 initial conditions. Also, on comparing the simulation colormaps of 9 with the experimental coarse-grained colormap of Fig.  S1 in the supplementary section, we see that all the pixels which are present in the experimental contact map are also present in the colormaps obtained from our simulations. But note, now we have used fewer CLs (i.e., 77 CLs, effectively 38 CLs) compared to the BC-2 set of CLs (i.e., 159 CLs, effectively 82 CLs). coli. The value of the cutoff Rc to obtain the colormap is set as Rc = 4a. The two colormaps are from the runs starting from two different initial conditions. Now, to estimate the overall organization of the polymer in the presence of CLs at specific positions, confinement and the small attraction between the monomers we calculate the radial and longitudinal distribution of positions of the center of mass of different segments for two bacterial chromosomes. Both the longitudinal and radial distribution of positions of CMs of different segments is averaged over the runs starting from 12 independent initial condition. The longitudinal distribution of the positions of CMs of the segments is shown as the colormap in Fig. 10 (a) , (c) for C. crescentus and E. coli ,respectively. The color shows the probability of the z-component of a particular segment to be found in the region numbered 1, 2.., 10 for C. crescentus or Left-R1, Left-R2.. for E. coli. For the model chromosome of bacteria C. crescentus, we measure the position from the location of monomer numbered 1, which is tethered at one end of the cylinder. For the bacteria E. coli the ori is not tethered at the boundary of the cylinder. Thus we measure the longitudinal distribution of the segments from the center of mass of the longitudinal component (z-component).
In Fig. 10 (a) the x-axis represents the segment index, and the y-axis represents the different regions numbered 1, 2, ..5 along the length of the cylinder starting from the ori position. Each region corresponds to a length of l = 10a, i.e., Region1 corresponds to l = 0 − 10a, Region2 corresponds to l = 20a − 30a and so on. In Fig. 10(c) x-axis shows the segment index i = 1 − 80 and the y-axis represents the different regions measured from the center of mass of the polymer. The region left-R1 correspond to the region at a value of z-component between 0 and −10, the region right-R1 represents the region at a value of z-component between 0 and +10 from the center of mass.
For the radial distribution, we define three regions inner (r ≤ 2a), middle (2a < r ≤ 4)and outer (r > 4a) from the the axis of the cylinder as monomer number 1 is tethered at the axis of the cylinder for the bacteria C. crescentus at one end of the cylinder. For the bacteria E. coli, where the ori is not tethered at the boundary of the cylinder, we define the three regions from the center of mass of radial components (x and y). We then calculate the probability of radial component of the CM of the segments to be found in the inner, middle and outer region. Then we average the probability over 12 independent runs starting from the 12 different initial conditions. It is shown as the colormap in Fig. 10(b) and (d) . The xaxis shows the segment index and the y-axis correspond to the three regions inner, middle and outer. The color shows the probability of a segment to be found in the three regions.
The positional colormaps, the longitudinal and radial distribution of the polymer segments give the overall 3D organization of the model chromosome. In our previous work, we observed that for the model chromosome of bacteria E. coli the polymer segments with highly expressed genes were found in the outer region of the globule with high probability. crescentus and E. coli, respectively. The color bar denotes the probability to find a segment in a particular region. Refer text for description of how the different regions are specified. In essence, this figure gives our prediction of the 3D organization of the different segments of the DNA-polymer within the cylinder for both the bacteria C. crescentus and E. coli using the thesis that few CLs at specific positions along the chain contour, effective attraction between the monomers and confinement effects are enough to organize the bacterial chromosome in the space within the cell.
Here also, we check that the chromosome segments of bacteria E. coli which consist of highly expressed genes are found in the middle and outer regions, and they have a very less or zero probability to be found in the inner region. Hence, our results are also consistent with our previous prediction of the organization of the chromosome without confinement.
We also present the snapshots from the simulations in the Fig. 11 for the model chromosomes of bacteria C. crescentus and E. coli. The monomers are colored from blue to red according to their positions along the chain contour. For the model chromosome of E. coli where the first monomer is not tethered to the boundary of the cylinder, the polymer occupies the center of the cylinder whereas for the chromosome of C. crescentus we see that most of the monomers occupy the center of the cylinder while the first monomer is tethered at the boundary of the cylinder. We also mark the positions of the CL monomers with black color. From the snapshots, we can confirm that the CLs are clustered in space for both the model chromosomes. In this study, we took a larger aspect ratio (1 : 7.5) of the cylinder compared to the aspect ratio (≈ 1 : 5 as used by other researchers for their studies [1, 20] . Even though we use a longer cylinder (of length 108a and rather than the expected 70a for a cylinder radius of 14a), we observe that the polymer is collapsed in the cylinder, and the monomer density is zero beyond 75a. For C. crescentus, the ori is fixed at one end of the cylinder, whereas the ori for E. coli is at the center of the coil. The special position of the C. crescentus ori contributes to the presence of the diagonal seen in the contact map for C. crescentus. The consistency of the E. coli organization with our previous results means that the gene-dense regions and the active regions are found on the peripheral of the chromosome, as was pointed out earlier in [10] . This is expected to have important biological consequences.
In our studies, we have considered the cross-linked monomers to be at fixed positions along the contour of the polymer. We note that other studies [6, 29, 30] consider the binders (cross-links) between different segments of the chain to have the ability to diffuse around as is known to be the case experimentally. But we have considered only 33 (&38) effective cross-links in a 4 (&4.6) million base pair DNA chain, modeled with 4 (and 4.6) thousand beads in a bead-spring polymer model. Other than the ones we have considered, there can be other binding proteins which can diffuse around and play a role in the local and more detailed organization. Secondly, even if the position of the cross-links in our study moves by ]few (4 or 5) monomers on either side of its present position, the obtained organization cannot be significantly different, within the statistical fluctuations. As each monomer represents 1000 base pairs, a variation of the position of the cross-link over 8 monomers represents a diffusion of the DNA-binding protein along the contour over ≈ 8 kilo base pairs. 
IV. DISCUSSIONS
We showed the organization of bacterial DNApolymers in cylindrical confinement and in the presence of optimally chosen weak attraction between the monomers with the different number of cross-links at specific positions along the chain contour. These specific cross-links are taken from the contact maps of bacterial DNA. In our previous studies, we had shown that in the absence of confinement and molecular crowders, we were able to get the structure of the DNA-polymer with 159&153 cross-links (82&60 effective cross-links) [10, 11] for E. coli & C. crescentus, respectively. In this study, we show that we get the organization of the DNA polymer with only 38&33 effective cross-links, respectively, for both the bacterial chromosomes when we incorporate the effects of molecular crowders, ability to release topological constraints and confinement. So, in effect, we show that the very few specific cross-links, confinement and the effect of molecular crowders play the pivotal roles for the polymer to acquire a particular organization. The Pearson correlation on comparing positional-correlation contact-maps from independent MC runs (starting from the independent initial conditions) are = 0.7 for C. crescentus and 0.75 for E. coli. The ability to release topological constraints also plays a crucial role in the organization the DNA polymer.
We obtain a better agreement of our predicted organization with the coarse-grained experimental contact map of C. crescentus, viz., the pixels along the secondary diagonal of the positional correlation colormaps which were absent in our previous studies [10] are now present for the polymer in the presence of BC ′ set of cross links, confinement and crowders. The organization of the chromosome of E. coli in the presence of these added effects are consistent with our previous prediction of the organization of the chromosome, which in turn was in agreement with the coarse-grained experimental contact map for E.
coli. But, now we can predict the approximate positions of the center of mass of different polymer segments each consisting of 50&58 monomers (50&58 kilo base pairs) for C. crescentus and E. coli, respectively, in the 3D space within the cylinder. We hope that our prediction can be validated in the future experiments.
In our prediction of the 3D organization, we do not pinpoint the exact position of a segment within the cylindrical cell. But, our predictions of the 3D organization of DNA polymer lists the segments which are likely to be found in the peripheral regions with higher probability or the segments which are likely to be found in the central core region. Moreover, for C. crescentus, we predict the relative distance from the ori which is fixed at one end of the cell. However, for E. coli, we measure the distance from the center of the coil (center of mass), and from the data, we can experimentally validate which segments are likely to be opposite each other in space along the axis.TABLE S1: The table shows the list of pair of monomers which constitute the CLs for E. coli and C. crescentus corresponding to the BC ′ CL sets mentioned in the main paper. These CLs are used as an input to our simulation by constraining these monomers to be at a distance a from each other. The first monomer with label 1 and the last monomer labeled 4642 (or 4017) are linked together because the bacterial DNA is a ring polymer. 
